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with
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Meditation (2014)

Tom Flaherty
b. 1950
Cynthia Fogg, viola; Tom Flaherty, cello

One through Twelve (2014) premiere

William Appleton
b. 1991

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

Cynthia Fogg, viola; Tom Flaherty, cello

Soliloquy II (1991)

Karl Kohn
b. 1926
Tom Flaherty, cello

Night-Voiced (2011) premiere

Mark Winges
b. 1950
Cynthia Fogg, viola; Mark Winges, organ

! INTERMISSION "

Under the Weather (2012)

Flaherty
Cynthia Fogg, viola; Mark Winges, organ

Winter/Fall (1976)

Lee Hyla
1952–2014
Tom Flaherty, cello

Stuck In Your Head (2013)

Peter Yates
b. 1953

Slave Song
Metamorphosis
Alleluia
Now I See
The Station Door
Sisyphus
What Shall We Do?

Alexandra Grabarchuk, soprano
Peter Yates, baritone, guitar, percussion
Cynthia Fogg, violin
Tom Flaherty, cello
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This concert is generously supported by the Robert Mitchell ‘23 Memorial Fund for Chamber Music.
Pomona College is grateful to its alumni and friends whose continuing generosity makes this
and other programs presented by the Department of Music possible.
In the sensitive acoustic environment of Bridges Hall, your neighbors can hear you!
Please be considerate to fellow audience members and the performers by silencing all electronic devices.
Recording equipment and cameras may not be used during the performance.
It is customary to hold all applause until the end of a piece or set of pieces.
Audience members desiring to enter the hall after the performance has begun will be seated at an appropriate break.

Following the concert, you are invited to a reception
in the lobby of Thatcher Music Building, located just west of Bridges Hall of Music.

! PROGRAM NOTES "
Today’s concert features music by, for, and with friends. The oldest piece was written in 1976, well before
any current students (or many of their parents) were born, by a fellow graduate student. The newest was
completed just a week or two ago by a recent Pomona graduate. Stylistic designations that could apply to
this collection of pieces include expressionist, atonal, neo-tonal, minimalist, post-modern, and eclectic—
sometimes all in the same piece. What brings them together here is hard to define, except that they all
speak to us, and they all say things worth hearing.

Meditation I had the opportunity to compose this short piece for Pomona College’s 2014 Opening
Convocation, where it served as a quiet interlude in the middle of the ceremony. Meditation
is basically a passacaglia based on a 9-bar repeating series of chords, most of which are based on the
overtones of the open strings of the viola and cello.
–TF
One through Twelve The main idea behind this piece is the exploration of the simple process of
increasing durations incrementally. Besides an opening motive, the piece consists
of twelve sections divided into three groups. Each of the twelve main sections contains only notes that are
the same number of sixteenth-notes long as the section number (for example the fifth section only has
notes that are five sixteenth-notes long). Rests can be of any length in any section. All twelve sections are
exactly the same length (54 beats to be precise). There is no hierarchy of section importance and certainly
no climax.
The opening motive provides a summary of the music that follows:

It shows both the rhythmic process that will play itself out over the course of the work and the division of
twelve into three groups (demonstrated in the opening motive by the repeating four chord cycle). Each
chord also determines the tonality of the section that it corresponds to.
The division of the twelve main sections into three groups is achieved by certain pre-determined
parameters of sounds such as range, sound production, and character of material.
Clearly the work proceeds according to a set of arbitrary and self-imposed rules. Part of the purpose
behind these rules is to bypass the repetitious and indulgent impulses of the subconscious and to remove
the fetters of free improvisation.
– WA
William Appleton ’14 graduated from Pomona College last spring with a major in music. He is interested
in music with non-emotive intent, such as the work of John Cage or early Steve Reich. Though he is
unsure to what extent, he hopes to continue composing in the future.
Soliloquy II was written in the summer of 1991, with an inscribed completion date of the 3rd of June. I
had the pleasure of working on it on the 4th, with the ink barely dry, and presented its
premiere in Austria, at the Viktorsberg International Composers Workshop.
The Random House Dictionary defines soliloquy as “an utterance or discourse by a person who is
talking to himself or is disregardful of or oblivious to any hearers present.” In moods ranging from
brooding and pensive to light and playful to passionate and singing, Soliloquy II sustains a sense of private
rumination and improvisation on motivic cells which appear in the first few lines.
–TF

Karl Kohn was born in Vienna in 1926, and was educated in New York and at Harvard. He was a
Fulbright Research Scholar in Helsinki and has held fellowship grants from the Guggenheim, Howard,
and Mellon Foundations, as well as four fellowship-grants from the National Endowment for the Arts.
He taught several summers on the faculty of the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood. With his wife,
Margaret, he has performed widely, in this country and abroad, music for two pianos and for piano, four
hands, with emphasis on the twentieth-century repertoire. He taught at Pomona College from 1950 to
1994, and is Professor of Music and Composer in Residence, Emeritus. Kohn’s principal publishers are
Carl Fischer, Inc., G. Schirmer/AMP, and Edition ContempArt, Vienna.
Night-Voiced A viola, night-voiced, calls into its past but nothing comes. — Carolyn Forché
This precise and haunting image from Carolyn Forché’s Blue Hour serves as a springboard for this singlemovement fantasy. The piece is in several sections, with the opening material returning in various guises
throughout. Although the entire range of the viola is used, the sound is anchored by the passages on the
C-string. To my ear, that is one of the most unique timbres in all of the string instruments.
An interesting concept behind (or outside) the piece is its existence in two “versions” — one with organ
and one with piano. Although the viola has exactly the same music in both pieces, the accompanying
keyboard part is radically different. Thus, there are two distinct but complimentary views of the same
musical material.
–MW
Mark Winges was born in Louisville, Kentucky and currently resides in San Francisco, where he is
composer/advisor for the chamber choir Volti. He was also composer-in-residence for the San Francisco
Choral Artists for the 2012/13 season. A graduate of the College-Conservatory of Music—University of
Cincinnati and SF State University, he has studied at the Musikhögskolan in Stockholm, Sweden. His
principal teachers were Ellsworth Milburn, Henry Onderdonk, and Arne Mellnäs. His works have been
performed by the Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble, the New Jersey Percussion Ensemble, the San
Francisco Contemporary Music Players, the Verge Ensemble, Earplay, Works-in-Progress: Berlin, the
Empyrean Ensemble, Volti, the Piedmont Children’s Choir, the San Francisco Girl’s Chorus, the Pharos
Music Project (NY), The Crossing, Carmina Slovenica (Slovenia), the Guangdong Choir (China),
Aarhus Pigekor (Denmark), the Marin, Berkeley and Piteå (Sweden) symphonies and many others.
Night-Voiced, a CD of his chamber works for viola, was just released by Ravello Records. Premieres in
the 2013–14 season include All Night for mixed chorus (commissioned by Volti), and chamber works
ShapeShifter (commissioned by the Verge Ensemble), Local Colloquies (commissioned by Earplay) and
Heart-Spells (commissioned by the Peninsula Women’s Chorus).
Other recent pieces include the textless choral works Toward the Horizon, amina gaia and Scherzo
Diabolique (all commissioned and premiered by the SF Choral Artists), Diverted Vignettes for solo viola
(recorded by Ellen Ruth Rose), the song cycle Discover & Reveal for alto, viola and piano (premiered in
Boston by Elizabeth Anker), and San Francisco Stopover for guitar, viola and cello, written for the Left
Coast Chamber Ensemble in San Francisco. His most recent large-scale projects are A Weaving of Peace
for chorus and chamber orchestra, commissioned by Symphony NH, and pax penetralis (inner peace
passing through) for chorus and string orchestra, commissioned by the San Francisco Choral Society.
Winges’ chamber music CD, But This Is This (Centaur label), was reviewed by Jason Victor Serinus
who characterized him as “a composer who, while serious in intent, enjoys writing music that enables
performers to indulge in and relish their instrumental back-and-forths.” Freed From Words, a CD of his

choral music, was lauded by Amanda MacBlane of the American Music Center’s New Music Box with
these words: “the choral music of San Francisco-based composer Mark Winges probes deeply into the
spiritual and sonic depths of the chorus.”
Mark is a fellow of the MacDowell Colony, where he has had multiple residencies. He has also had
residencies at Fundación Valparaiso, Mojácar, Spain (2010) and the Ragdale Foundation in Lake Forest,
IL (2013)
Under the Weather Under the Weather portrays, in musical and more literal terms, water in motion.
Isolated drips, impending storm, distant rumbles, crashing thunder and lightning,
eventual calm sunlight and rolling surf are all implied by the music and the electronic sounds, most of
which are unaltered from their obvious sources.
Under the Weather was written for my wife Cindy, whose storms always end in sunshine, and my
colleague and friend, Bill Peterson, whose “Storm Fantasies for the Nineteenth-Century Organ in
France” appeared in Keyboard Perspectives, volume II (2009), and was subsequently translated and
published in the Belgian periodical, Orgelkunst, in 2010.
–TF
Winter/Fall Composer Lee Hyla was a classmate of mine in the composition program at Stony Brook
University in the 1970s. He died unexpectedly just a few months ago. This very short piece
was written for cellist Beth Goldstein. I had the pleasure of being the second cellist to perform the piece,
on my masters recital in 1978, and have played it several times since then. The mostly quiet surface
(marked Very Slow, quarter=40, with patience) masks a burning intensity, which explodes into a
sustained but brief climax, marked molto intenso, after which the piece quickly fades into the ether.
–TF
Stuck In Your Head Childhood folksongs worm into our minds in special ways—as riff-meme-triggers
to the subconscious. These seven songs have been reduced to their obsessivecompulsive elements and had their names improved. All else is as it was, but bent by association and
recollection. The first, Slave Song, was inspired by a comment made in the 1867 to John Muir by a
Georgia plantation farmer—“My labor costs have gone down since the war.”
–PY
Peter Yates is a composer and a guitarist whose interest in things not usually done has led to cycles of
“PopArt” songs, a puppet opera about the Watts Towers, and a DVD ghost-town opera in which historic
photographs come to life and sing. In The Egg and the Seed he developed a form of “graphic oratorio,”
setting to music 250 original narrative collages whose text blocks and word balloons are not read but
sung. His work with the Elgart-Yates Guitar Duo, formed in 1975, includes 16 European tours, over 100
premieres, and the publication of a book on prepared guitar. He also builds and plays versions of the
arpeggione, a bowed guitar invented in 1823 and rarely seen since. His works have been performed on
Italian National Radio, microfest, The Living Arts Festival, NOW Festival, Festival of American Music,
in Mexico, Europe and across the United States. He is on the faculties of music at the California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona and at UCLA. He takes inspiration from the full history of music, and is
happy to notice that the memorable composers from the American West have been its mavericks. Further
examples of his work can be found at California Guitar Archives (calguitar.com) and youtube/peterfyates.

! ABOUT THE ARTISTS "
Violist and violinist Cynthia Fogg has performed extensively in the United States and Europe. She has
played with a variety of orchestras including the Pasadena Symphony, Pasadena Chamber Orchestra, Los
Angeles Mozart Orchestra, Redlands Symphony, and New Hampshire Symphony. Ms. Fogg’s first love
is chamber music. She has appeared as guest violist with the acclaimed Kronos and Alexander Quartets,
and has performed at the Ojai and Monadnock music festivals and in the Monday Evening Concerts
series. Ms. Fogg is currently a member of Quartet Euphoria. She and her husband, composer/cellist Tom
Flaherty, perform together as the duo Celliola, often premiering new solo and duo repertoire. Celliola has
commissioned over 25 new works and has performed in such musical venues as New England
Conservatory, Indiana University, University of Michigan, and the Kennedy Center Millennium Stage,
and in festivals in Austria and Romania.
Ms. Fogg has recorded chamber music for Naxos, Opus One, Cambria, Klavier, Innova, Bridge
Records, and SEAMUS, as well as soundtracks for motion pictures and television. She currently teaches
at Pomona College and the Pasadena Conservatory of Music.
Tom Flaherty has received grants, prizes, awards, and residencies from the National Endowment for the
Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities, American Music Center, the Pasadena Arts Council,
“Meet the Composer,” and Yaddo. He earned a B.A from Brandeis University, M.A. and M.M from
SUNY Stony Brook, and a D.M.A. from the University of Southern California. Published by Margun
Music, Inc. and American Composers Editions, his music has been performed throughout Europe and
North America, and is recorded on the Albany, Klavier, Bridge, Capstone, SEAMUS and Advance
labels. Recent pieces include music for Volti, Speculum Musicae, Mojave Trio, Quartet Euphoria,
Genevieve Feiwen Lee, Gwendolyn Lytle, and Lucy Shelton.
A member of Quartet Euphoria, he is currently John P. and Magdalena R. Dexter Professor of Music
at Pomona College and is an active cellist in the Los Angeles area.
Alex Grabarchuk is pursuing a PhD in musicology at UCLA. She performs with various groups from the
UCLA choral department, plays continuo for the UCLA Early Music Ensemble, and sings with
Jouyssance Early Music Ensemble. In her copious free time, she enjoys listening to Soviet prog rock,
travelling to her native Ukraine, and having exciting dining experiences.

! UPCOMING EVENTS "
Global Guitars: the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet
8:00 p.m. Friday, September 19, 2014
Bridges Hall of Music
Music by Basie, Coltrane, Copland, Krouse, Sousa, York and others

Sponsored by the Claremont Colleges Library’s Seymour Concert Series with support from Pomona College

Mojave Trio
8:00 p.m. Saturday, September 27, 2014
Bridges Hall of Music
Sara Parkins, violin; Maggie Parkins, cello; Genevieve Feiwen Lee, piano
Music by Turina, Brahms, and Tom Flaherty
Music for a New B’ak’tun
3:00 p.m. Sunday, September 28, 2014
Bridges Hall of Music
Nadia Shpachenko-Gottesman, piano and percussion; Genevieve Feiwen Lee piano, toy
piano and electronics
Music by Tom Flaherty, James Matheson, Adam Schoenberg and Peter Yates
Pomona College Orchestra
8:00 p.m. Saturday, October 11 & 3:00 p.m. Sunday, October 12, 2014
Bridges Hall of Music
Eric Lindholm, conductor with Carolyn Beck, bassoon and Stephen Klein, euphonium
Music by Mozart, Gounod, Falla and Tower
Friday Noon Concert
12:15 p.m. Friday, October 17, 2014
Balch Auditorium, Scripps College
The Cerritos Brass Quintet
Music by Bach, Bartók, Burkhart, Dukas, Malando and Plog.
Friday Noon Concert
12:15 p.m. Friday, October 24, 2014
Balch Auditorium, Scripps College
Ursula Maria Kleinecke-Boyer, soprano; Vernon Snyder, piano
Argentinian art songs by Esnaloa, López-Buchardo, Guastavino, Ginastera and
Piazzolla
Complete Cello Sonatas of Beethoven – Part I
8:00 p.m. Saturday, October 25, 2014
Bridges Hall of Music
Roger Lebow, cello; Phillip Young, piano
Nos. 1, 3 and 4 plus Seven Magic Flute variations !"#$%&'()
Looking for Answers
3:00 p.m. Sunday, October 26, 2014
Bridges Hall of Music
Rachel V. Huang & Jonathan Wright, violin; Cynthia Fogg, viola; Tom Flaherty &
Kyle Champion, cello
Music by Tom Flaherty
!"
All concerts are free and open to the public. For more information at www.music.pomona.edu or call 909-607-2671

